The D Factor Youth Discipleship The Hole In Our Thinking
The Unseen Face of Islam-Bill A. Musk 2003 The "D" Factor shows the church how to help teens create a powerful, positive form of peer pressure by
discipling (the "D" factor) and leading cell groups.
Youth Work Practice-Tony Jeffs 2010-01-06 As a contemporary reflection on current practice, this book tackles the diversity of what 'youth work'
means and the challenging yet rewarding job that it is. It offers a meaningful insight into the everyday experiences of a youth worker, written by
practitioners themselves. In a clear conversational style, the text analyses the many aspects of youth work, including activities, group life, making
conversation and mentoring, alongside practical guidance to advise on working with today's young people. Jeffs and Smith's previous book, Youth
Work (1988), was a seminal text on working with young people. This successor text, Youth Work Practice is its equal in providing an intriguing
update for all those studying or working with young people.
Postitive Disciple for Kids-Joanna Wells 2020-10-12 Are you tired of arguing with your child, but don't want to abuse power and use force to teach
them boundaries? Do you want to know how to get your child to cooperate by talking and teaching that actions have consequences? If so, Positive
Discipline for Kids; The Essential Guide to Manage Children's Behavior, Develop Effective Communication and Raise a Positive and Confident Child is
the book for you! Have you ever been worried about a lack of discipline in your parenting style, but found yourself unable to discipline without force?
Are you afraid to put your foot down because you feel like it will traumatize your child? Don't worry! An abundance of healthy, safe, and loving ways
to teach your child discipline is just around the corner! Did you know that children who are raised with an equal amount of freedom and boundaries
grow up to be strong, confident, and resilient to stress and failures? Did you know that children who lack boundaries often face more challenges in
life, have a harder time adapting, and are more likely to struggle with stress in adult life? That's right! This book will teach you how to build a strong,
trust-based bond with your child, and how to instill responsibility and accountability by using effective communication and teaching about the
consequences of your child’s actions. This book will lead you to discover: What is positive discipline How to help your child learn from their behaviors
How to establish healthy and consistent boundaries How to discipline your child without causing emotional distress How to improve your parenting
What is your parenting style Whether you should change your habits and behaviors How to change successfully How to teach consequences How to
teach natural consequences How to teach logical consequences How to manage your child's behavior How to handle tantrums and boundary testing
How to talk to your child to reduce fighting and arguments How to use time-outs and grounding the right way How to communicate with your child
How to listen and know why your child is angry and spiteful How to feel for your child and show support while sticking to boundaries How to prevent
future conflicts And much more! This book will show you how to teach your child valuable life skills that will help them become strong, passionate,
competent, and confident. In this book, you will learn how to instil discipline in ways that teach your child how to cope with sadness, unpleasantness,
and limitations. That way, they won't cave in the face of challenges and failures in life. Instead, they will use their own strengths, learn from their
mistakes, and show responsibility and accountability for better health, stronger and healthier relationships, and greater career success! This won't be
yet another easy-read with superficial advice you won't be able to apply. This book is down-to-earth and based on parenting strategies that are
proven to work. Hurry up! Your manual for developing a healthy parenting style and good discipline habits is only a couple of clicks away!
Unleashing God's Word in Youth Ministry-Barry Shafer 2009-05-26 Whether Bible studies are a regular part of your ministry, or you’re thinking about
how to bring Bible study into your ministry in a more significant way, chances are that you want to help your students enter into God’s word in a way
that challenges them and changes their lives. That’s a goal worth working towards...but sometimes you will feel like it’s a goal that you may never
reach. Unleashing God’s Word in Youth Ministry is designed to help you develop a Bible study approach that engages students on a deeper
level—even if you’re an avid curriculum user or someone who creates all your own discipleship materials from scratch. As you devour the wisdom
Barry Shafer brings from decades of student ministry and engage in your own study of God’s Word, you’ll discover that Bible study for your students
can be taken to a whole new level. In the pages of this book you’ll:·Get beyond the typical Bible discussions and learn to confidently engage students
in an in-depth search of God’s Word·Teach teens how to study the Bible on their own·Be invigorated in your own personal interaction with the
Bible·Gain confidence and competence in leading teens deeper in Bible studies, and much more! If you want to take your students deeper into the
Bible, discover what it takes to unleash God’s Word in your own ministry and watch your students and youth ministry be transformed.
Master Discipleship Today-Don Hawkins 2019-06-23 Long-term pastor and radio host Don Hawkins explains how the twenty-first-century tool of
Christian Life Coaching can facilitate Jesus’s first-century mandate to make disciples. Based on Jesus’s prayer in John 17, this book explores and
applies the six steps the Lord carries out to guide His followers. Master Discipleship Today is a practical how-to manual for pastors group leaders,
and individual Christians who want to lead others to a closer walk with Christ and further their own growth in the faith.
Death's Disciples-Dustin L. Herriman 2021-03-24 Death's Disciples By: Dustin L. Herriman A young man named Zakul from a long misunderstood
tribe leaves his home to attend a festival in the town of Dasum, when the town comes under siege by an invading army. Follow along as this unlikely
survivor relates his harrowing experience, and live his desperate attempts to cling to life and safety. Review: “The world Herriman’s created ends up
feeling both real and fascinatingly unique, the characters well-rounded and three-dimensional, and the magical and supernatural aspects of it feel
plausible, with limits, constraints, and possibilities that do a lot to help shape the plot…” -Catherine Langrehr for IndieReader
Israel's New Disciples-Julia Fisher 2008-11-21 Ten years ago there were only a few hundred Jewish Christians in Israel. Today that figure is over
10,000 and the number is growing rapidly. Some of the leading Messianic believers are starting to look to the future and turn their attention to
passages in the Bible that talk about the role of Israel in the future being a light to the world. A number of Jewish believers are emerging who are
passionate, fearless evangelists. The stories told in this book feature some of those who are turning their attention to the Arab world in particular.
Who are these people? How are they going about their 'mission' and why are they so passionate to share their faith in the God of Israel with Arabs?
Indecent Disciple-John Allen 2000-12-01 Frank Esdon’s alone in this world, a drifter with nowhere to go and no family to turn to. Then a chance
comment by a coffee-bar worker sparks a fire that envelops many in its blaze – including a lawyer, a preacher and an industrialist. With poisonous
roots in his past, there are far-reaching consequences for all who come into contact with Frank, and decisions must be hammered out in the daily
grind of everyday life, affecting not only those who want his body, but also those who want his soul. But Frank isn’t the pushover he portrays.
Growing up quickly in the corporate life, he’s forced to handle situations even his new boss can’t negotiate. Around the trivia of an obscure life, the
author weaves a challenging narrative. From ancient heresy in the Church to blatant seduction in the ward, John Allen intrigues us with this unusual
tale. Abortion and sacrilege travel side by side as Frank emerges from anonymity and steps out to find his real purpose in life.
Year Book of the Disciples of Christ (Christian Churches).-Disciples of Christ 1926
Preventing and Reducing Juvenile Delinquency-James C. Howell 2003-02-24 This book aims to inform students about the latest research and the most
promising and effective programs and for understanding, preventing and controlling juvenile delinquency. The book is geared to preparing students
for a career in juvenile justice or related social service systems, and becoming research or program development specialists. The history of current
juvenile justice system policies and practices are examined, including the juvenile violence "epidemic." Key myths about juvenile violence and the
ability of the juvenile justice system to handle modern-day juvenile delinquents are critically examined. Developmental theories of juvenile
delinquency are applied to understanding how juvenile offender careers evolve. Effective prevention and rehabilitation programs and what does not
work are reviewed. A comprehensive framework for building a continuum of effective programs is presented in Part III.
Interpreting Disciples-L. Dale Richesin 1987
Ministry with Youth in Crisis, Revised Edition-Harley T. Atkinson 2016-11-09 Ministry with Youth in Crisis is a comprehensive treatment of major
adolescent crises related to life themes including self-identity, faith formation, family life, social relationships, sexuality, suicide, substance abuse,
and eating disorders. The distinctiveness of this book is that it offers a fine blend of solid research, workable theory, and specific strategies for
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successfully ministering to and with youth in crisis. Furthermore, it emphasizes the caring and sensitive side of working effectively with adolescents
experiencing both normal and extreme crisis situations. This volume, therefore, is both descriptive and prescriptive in nature, in that it describes the
world teens live in and offers biblical responses for ministry.
Jacques Copeau's Friends and Disciples-Thomas John Donahue 2008 In a remarkable adventure, Jacques Copeau brought the troupe of the Théâtre
du Vieux-Colombier to the Garrick Theatre in New York City in the fall of 1917. During the next two theater seasons, he staged more than forty
different plays in repertory in French. He experimented with the use of both the tréteau nu, a bare raised platform, for some of Molière's farces and
the loggia or unit set for all his plays. Copeau's experiments with scenography mark this period as a critical moment in the evolution of stage décor
both in the United States and in Europe. Moreover, his development of a full repertory - sometimes three new plays in a week - demonstrated to the
United States' fledgling art theater movement how important a full repertory is for the actor's continued training. Jacques Copeau's Friends and
Disciples brings to light the support Copeau received from a diverse group of personalities without whom his undertaking would not have been
possible: Otto H. Kahn, financier and supporter of the arts; Mrs. Phillip Lydig, a grande dame of New York high society; Antonin Raymond, the Czech
architect who renovated the Garrick Theatre; Daisy Andrews, Copeau's tireless factotum; Louis Jouvet, stage manager, actor, and scenographer;
Charles Dullin, actor, director and teacher; Suzanne Bing, a member of the troupe who embodied Copeau's ideals; and lastly Agnès Thomsen Copeau,
Copeau's loyal wife and companion. This study places the achievement of Copeau in the context of the developments of both European and American
theater at the beginning of the twentieth century.
What Would Christ Do?-William Jeynes 2016-02-01 Many experts in education, psychology, science, philosophy, politics, and across the social
sciences and humanities believe that a plethora of people in the world have lost their way and lack a moral compass. In a world in which youth often
lack guidance from parents, countless individuals are hurting from broken relationships, and many people lack a sense of purpose, direction, and a
sense of who they are, there is a growing awareness around much of world that people should revisit the teachings of Jesus Christ for answers. The
Bible is the most published book in the history of the world for a reason. At the heart of Christ’s teachings is love, which sadly in many academic,
political, and business circles has become the most feared four-letter word of all. In this context, the need to revisit the personal significance of the
most quoted verse in the Bible, “For God so loved the world that He gave His only son…” and “God is love,” is axiomatic. In a world filled with
divisiveness, a dearth of civility, a lack of love, a dismissive attitude toward any sense of truth and absolute values, and the inability for people to get
along, it would seem that there is no timelier action one can take than to ask the pertinent question, “What would Christ do?” It is a vital question to
ask not only as it applies to one’s personal life, but also to the world situation at large. For example, one can argue that the economic crisis of
2008-2009 in the West and the Asian economic crisis of 1997-1998 were largely the result of lack of character and the love of money and power than
pervaded the government, business, and the general population. One can argue that had the nations of the world been guided by the example of love,
self-sacrifice, humility, and integrity that Christ set, those crises would not have happened. Life is filled with enough challenges without a lack of
virtue creating more trials. Addressing the question of, “What would Christ do?” can help the reader engage in better decision making that can
literally change one’s life and help establish a reputation of love, character, and compassion that will open doors into a better life.
Building a Youth Ministry that Builds Disciples-Duffy Robbins 2012-01-24 While most youth pastors are being regularly evaluated (or even
scrutinized) for what they’re doing right now in the youth group, the reality is that the most important thing they are doing won’t actually be evident
until much later. That’s because the biggest challenge for any youth ministry is helping teens embrace a whole-hearted devotion to God that lasts far
beyond their years in the youth room. Unfortunately, much of youth ministry seems to be designed on the model of setting teenagers up for a “date”
with God—a delightful evening that involves music, laughter, food, and light conversation. But what scripture calls us to is not a “one-night stand”
with God, but a lifelong love of God that endures.Youth ministry educator and veteran, Duffy Robbins, offers youth workers a blueprint for building
that kind of faith in teenagers. In this concise book, ideal for busy youth workers, they’ll be equipped to build a youth ministry that instills that lasting
faith in its students.
OMG-Kenda Creasy Dean 2010-09-01 "Most contemporary young people operate far enough from Moses’ moral compass that it never occurs to them
that “OMG” (“oh my God,” in teenspeak) has anything to do with the Ten Commandments, much less that it breaks one of them. After all, the phrase
is a nearly ubiquitous adolescent throw-away line...Yet Christians should hear the phrase “oh my God” differently. Youth ministers, parents,
teachers—anyone who has ever loved an adolescent—know that “OMG” can be a prayer, a plea, a petition, a note of praise, or an unbidden entreaty
that escapes our lips as we seek Christ for the young people we love." from the book Using six lens the authors detail current practices and tease out
underlying questions as youth ministry becomes more self-consciously aligned with practical theology. Contributors include: Kenda Creasy Dean,
Mike Carotta, Roland Martinson, Rodger Nishioka, Don Richter, Dayle Gillespie Rounds, and Amy Scott Vaughn.
Routledge Library Editions: Higher Education-Various 2021-03-29 The volumes in this set, originally published between 1964 and 2002, draw
together research by leading academics in the area of higher education, and provide a rigorous examination of related key issues. The volume
examines the concepts of learning, teaching, student experience and administration in relation to the higher education through the areas of business,
sociology, education reforms, government, educational policy, business and religion, whilst also exploring the general principles and practices of
higher education in various countries. This set will be of particular interest to students and practitioners of education, politics and sociology.
Spiritual Discipleship-J. Oswald Sanders 2009-01-01 As J Oswald points out, true discipleship is more than intellectual assent to a belief in Christ--it
involves the whole person and lifestyle. Those with only superficial belief will soon fall away from the faith, but Sanders says a true disciple would
rather be presented with a difficult challenge than a soft option. Disciples are charged with the task of training themselves to be godly, because it is
their responsibility to remain spiritually fit. Ever-fresh topics in this time-tested volume include: the disciple’s second chance the disciple’s ambition
the disciple’s senior partner the disciple’s Olympics the disciple’s right the disciple’s maturity
Being Disciples of Jesus in a Dot.Com World-Ted V. Foote 2003-01-01 In this theological survival guide for youth, adults, and other confused
Christians, the authors make fun and enlightening reading out of weighty topics.
The Concept of Disciple in Matthew's Gospel, as Reflected in the Use of the Term “Mathetes”-Wilkins 1988-12-01
Comprehensive Dissertation Index- 1989 Vols. for 1973- include the following subject areas: Biological sciences, Agriculture, Chemistry,
Environmental sciences, Health sciences, Engineering, Mathematics and statistics, Earth sciences, Physics, Education, Psychology, Sociology,
Anthropology, History, Law & political science, Business & economics, Geography & regional planning, Language & literature, Fine arts, Library &
information science, Mass communications, Music, Philosophy and Religion.
American Doctoral Dissertations- 2002
Spiritual Leadership, Spiritual Discipleship, Spiritual Maturity Set of 3 Sanders books-J. Oswald Sanders 2017-07-04 This set includes all three books
of the J. Oswald Sanders' spiritual growth series: Spiritual Leadership, Spiritual Discipleship, and Spiritual Maturity. In Spiritual Leadership, J.
Oswald Sanders, a Christian leader for decades and the author of more than forty books, presents the key principles of leadership in both the
temporal and spiritual realms. He illustrates those principles throughout with examples from godly figures like Moses, Nehemiah, the apostle Paul,
David Livingstone, Charles Spurgeon, and others. With more than 1 million copies sold, this proven classic will help you to frame your leadership as
spiritual service. In Spiritual Discipleship, Sanders points out that true discipleship is more than intellectual assent to a belief in Christ; it involves
the whole person and lifestyle. This book will help you embody that truth. It examines Jesus’ teaching on what it means to follow Him, helping you
become the kind of Christian Jesus wants you to be—not one devised by man or even other Christians. For anyone who wants to be not just a believer
in Christ, but an imitator of Him, this book is a treasured resource. In Spiritual Maturity, Sanders explores the primary source of continual growth. In
three parts, structured around the persons of the Trinity, he provides clear direction for those desiring to grow strong spiritually. Complete with
scriptural principles for spiritual development and study questions at the end of the text, this classic handbook is a timeless treasure.
The Major Discoveries of Cajal and His Disciples: Consolidated Milestones for the Neuroscience of the XXIst Century-Fernando de Castro 2017-04-25
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When Santiago Ramón y Cajal started to unravel the fine structure of the nervous system in the last decades of the XIXth century maybe only his
unbeatable soul of brave Spaniard imagined that most of the descriptions were scientific truths that lasted to date. Simple histological stainings,
curiosity to ameliorate these, monocular microscopes, patience for drawing his observations and a rich imaginative open mind: this is the recipy for
Cajal success. His descriptions of connectivity in the nervous system, compiled in Cajal's opus magna published in 1904 ("Textura del sistema
nervioso del hombre y los vertebrados") and 1911 ("Histologie du systeme nerveux"), have been corroborated by modern techniques decade after
decade. Even more, the main hypothesis that Cajal raised are universally recognised as biological laws, today: the neuron theory, the law on the
dynamic polarization of the neuron and the chemotropic hypothesis. That is: the nervous system is not a sincitial network but is formed by individual
cells; the transmission of the nerve impulses follow a main direction within a given neuron; the axons are guided by chemical substances in a
chemotropic way, till form synapses with their targets. Attracted by Cajal's strong personality and scientific success, a number of medical students
and doctors join him in the crusade to explore the nervous system. And the seed planted by the universal savant was really successful: Francisco
Tello described interesting aspects of the regeneration of peripheral nerves which are very useful for neuroscientist currently working in this topic;
Nicolás Achúcarro significantly contributed to study neuroglia and future microglia; Pío del Río-Hortega identified two out of the four main nervous
cell types, the oligodendrocytes and microglia, and proposed an almost still valid classification for the CNS tumours; Fernando de Castro made was
the first description of arterial chemoreceptors in the carotid body; Rafael Lorente de Nó was a dominant figure of Neuroscience for decades after
the IInd World War, first describing the columnar organization of the cerebral cortex well before Mountcastle, Hubbel and Wiesel. Even less
recognised co-workers and disciples of Cajal (his brother Pedro Ramón y Cajal, Domingo Sánchez, the neurologist Rodríguez-Lafora... protagonised
discoveries that are consolidated scientific truths today). Altogether, it is difficult (if not impossible) to find a school in biology contributing in such a
fundamental and variated way to the common acervo like the collectively known as Cajal School or Spanish Neurological School. Although the
particular way to work of the Maestro, selecting a pleiade of brilliant collaborators with whom accomplish such a titanic feat, giving them freedom
for their studies, has been recognised and confronted to antagonic systems followed by other relevant scientists and scientific schools, the general
recognition of such a significant major milestones for Neuroscience and their vigency in the well-marched XXIst century is not: this is the purpose of
this Ebook, to remind all these examples of how successful can be the scientific work when it is minutious, constant and performed by brilliant,
imaginative and skilled scientists with a minimal conditions supporting their efforts.
The Church Leader's Counseling Resource Book-Cynthia Franklin Ph.D. 2011-02-01 This all-in-one guide is designed to better equip clergy and the
church leaders to meet their congregations' needs in a spiritually grounded and scientifically sound manner. Succinct, easy-to-read chapters
summarize all a pastor needs to know about a given problem area, including its signs or symptoms, questions to ask, effective helping skills, and,
most importantly, when to refer to a mental health professional. Synthesizing what research says about treatment approaches for mental health
issues, this user-friendly reference is filled with guidelines, case scenarios, key points to remember, resources for further help, advice on integrating
scripture and theology with the best available research, and tips on partnering with others to provide the best possible care for each church member.
Each chapter is designed for quick lookup by problem area, empowering church leaders to understand and help meet the challenges facing the
children, adults, families, and communities that they serve.
Disciple of War-Michael G. Manning 2020-12-21 War looms on the horizon but Selene’s training as a wizard must begin, even though her age makes
success nearly unattainable. Will searches for a solution, but their only hope may be a dangerous bargain with the king. The fate of two nations lies
on Will’s shoulders and the future is paved with violence. With few options, he needs the aid of uncertain allies and dubious friends. Traitors lurk
among them, and soon he will be forced to choose who to trust—and who to sacrifice. For a terrible power has arrived in Darrow, and the price of
victory will be paid in blood.
Make Disciples-Joel D. Heck 1984
the DNA of a Disciple-chad lynn 2010-12-17 The DNA of a Disciple is a book about how to "be" the type of disciple Jesus intended us to be. The book
conveys with passion and intensity the shortcomings of modern discipleship and communicates a powerful alternative to seeing lives changed. The
DNA of a Disciple was never intended to be a "how to" book. Instead, the author believes that the Life of Christ is transferred when someone decides
to be like Jesus. Written in new language and with a new perspective, "The DNA of a Disciple" will challenge you to look at discipleship through a
brand new eyes.
An Author Catalog of Disciples of Christ and Related Religious Groups- 1946
Hoosier Disciples-Henry K. Shaw 1966
CSB Disciple's Study Bible, Hardcover-CSB Bibles by Holman 2017-11-15 The Disciple’s Study Bible guides an individual’s journey in following Jesus,
by featuring study notes focused on discipleship, as well as a reading plan, journaling space and additional articles that equip Christians to disciple
others.
Journal of Youth & Theology-Iasym 2014-03 The Journal of Youth and Theology is the peer-reviewed academic journal of the IASYM. Published twice
yearly, the journal features interdisciplinary research in youth ministry.
CSB Disciple's Study Bible, Brown/Tan LeatherTouch-CSB Bibles by Holman 2017-11-15 The Disciple’s Study Bible guides an individual’s journey in
following Jesus, by featuring study notes focused on discipleship, as well as a reading plan, journaling space and additional articles that equip
Christians to disciple others.
Children's Books in Print, 2007- 2006
Discerning the Call-John M. Imbler 1992 In 1986, 43 percent of Disciples clergy were between fifty and sixty. Where will their replacements come
from, and how can we help them recognize and respond to their call? (pb)
Living Dangerously-Shawn D. Anderson 2010-02-01 Too often, Christ followers are content to live inside the church walls with other Christians. Jesus
calls us to shatter our comfort zones and dangerously share the love we have found in him with people whose lives are characterized by brokenness,
self-sufficiency, emotional poverty, and rejection. Discipleship is the process of intentionally and thoughtfully introducing the grace of Jesus to these
people so that their hearts will bulge with love, their souls will brim with life, and their faces will brighten with light as they come to intimately know
him. How is this accomplished? In these pages, unbelievers who became disciples of Christ reveal what factors influenced them to follow Jesus. The
research revealed that discipling is an intentional process that is most effective when our lives reflect the character of Jesus. The author explains
discipleship as a relational process that can be understood and effectively accomplished by virtually any follower of Jesus.
Religious Colleges and Universities in America-Thomas C. Hunt 2018-10-10 Originally published in 1988 Religious Higher Education in the United
States is a selected bibliography of sources addressing how religion has changed and affected education in the United States. This volume attempts
to address the problems currently facing religious institutions of higher education, covering government aid and the regulation of religious colleges
and universities in the US.
Make Disciples of All Nations-John D. Massey 2021-07-20 A contemporary evaluation of the history and present status of Southern Baptist Missions
For more than 175 years the International Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention has been sending missionaries around the world to
spread the gospel of Jesus Christ. It has also developed strategies and methods that have been adopted by numerous other missions groups. Make
Disciples of All Nations tells the story of this groundbreaking organization, including its most recent developments. Besides recounting its historical
development, the contributors to this volume critically evaluate the IMB's strategies and methods, as well as examine its controversies, regional
developments, and organizational changes. The concluding chapter explores how Southern Baptist missions can best adapt to an era of global
Christianity. Students, missionaries, and those involved in supporting them will be informed and encouraged by this account of one of the oldest and
largest missions organizations in the world.
Juvenile Justice-Steven M. Cox 2007-08-29 Briefer than most texts on the topic, this book accessibly explores the interrelationships among theory,
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policy, and practice to provide a comprehensive understanding of both the historical foundations and the practical world of juvenile justice. The Sixth
Edition, now published by SAGE, is updated throughout covering topics such as the history of juvenile justice, legal considerations in juvenile justice,
theory and policy in juvenile justice, and current realities in the practice of juvenile justice. The book’s unique blend of theory, policy, and practice,
coupled with a straightforward writing style and comprehensive ancillary package makes it a must-have for students and practitioners alike.
Dissertation Abstracts International- 2007
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[Book] The D Factor Youth Discipleship The Hole In Our Thinking
Yeah, reviewing a books the d factor youth discipleship the hole in our thinking could go to your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for
you to be successful. As understood, capability does not suggest that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as competently as deal even more than further will present each success. adjacent to, the pronouncement as without difficulty as perspicacity of
this the d factor youth discipleship the hole in our thinking can be taken as competently as picked to act.
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